HEROIC MAXIMAL
BLACKARACHNIA
Black Widow Spider

Function: Saboteur
Motto: "It is a double pleasure to deceive the deceived."

Despite Predation past, Blackarachnia暨nds Megatron and fights with the Maximals. Her cunning is her greatest weapon. Though sometimes clever, but, she sometimes can't help but feel an affinity towards certain Cybertronians. Her history of treachery and double- dealing make fellow Maximals distrustful. Spins metal-to-metal webs that deflect energy blasts. Two stinger legs disrupt/overload any electronic systems. Can ground herself with legs and view receptors to send electronic pulses through the ground towards enemies. Six eyes are hyper-sensitive to enemies and targets.

INSTRUCTIONS: Unless force is not necessary. Some parts are made to attach if excess force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1 ATTACK MODE

Spider Body
A. Pull spider body forward as shown.
B. Raise robot head up slightly.
C. Pivot rear spider leg connector up into robot back. Spider legs lock into arm slots to become robot arms.

2 Front Legs
Pull front legs out to activate spider legs. (Loosen Spiky Crystal to clearly show allegiance.)

3 Robot Torso
Rotate robot torso and arms down as shown.

4 Robot Legs
Combine leg holders together to form robot legs.

5 Power Rotor Feet
Press robot feet into position as shown.

6 Robot Head
Open eyes on robot head to reveal additional spider eyes.

7 Spider Web
Pull up and spin robot arms around to create a web, swinging them in action. Push torso down to lock in place.

8 Reserve site under cover of instructions to convert back into spider.